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Message from the Guest Editor

Over the last decade, non-destructive techniques (NDT)
dedicated to the understanding of polymer physics has
become of peculiar interest due to the improvement of
computational and automation methods and of the
resolution of the testing methods. These techniques allow
to measure characteristic times of fundamental
phenomena in polymers (molecular motion, phase
transitions, etc.) and provide access to their spatial
heterogeneities by implementing cartographies at
microstructural scale.
The special issue aims to collect some manuscripts about
one or several non-destructive techniques, providing
insight into structure-property relationship. Moreover,
numerical simulation and modeling (physically based
modeling, molecular dynamics) to complement
experimental characterization will also be of interest.
Overall, this special issue will serve to improve the
fundamental understanding of several phenomena in
polymer systems (shape memory, phase changes, crack
propagation, plastic mechanisms) that is of significance in
a wide range of applications (fatigue life of polymers,
energy storage in polymer structures, polymer recycling,
etc.).
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Prof. Dr. Alexander Böker
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Since its foundation in 2009, Polymers has developed into
an internationally renowned, extremely successful open
access journal. The editorial team and the editorial board
dedicatedly combine open-access publishing and high-
quality rigorous peer reviewing. The performance of the
journal has proven this strategy to be well-suited and
highly successful. This is reflected in the increasing impact
factor of Polymers, the most recent one being 5.0.

I would like to invite you to contribute to the success of the
journal by sending us your high quality research papers. We
would be pleased to welcome you as one of our authors.
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